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design environment, one informed solely through visual information.This pa-
per will present some initial findings, part of an ongoing three-year doctorate 
study, which focuses on enriching the digital design environment (3D CAD) by 
adding factors of physicality (weight, gravity, balance, etc.) – thereby creating 
a design environment for critical architecture.
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PART 1: THE FUNCTION OF ART
“If the world were clear, art would not exist.” -Albert Camus, 
The Myth of Sisyphus (1942)

All art, including architecture, functions as hypothesis: proposals for interpret-
ing the world. As end products, (painting, sculpture, music, writing, photogra-
phy, film, asf.) art embodies universal principles (time, space, nature, God, 
death, myth, asf.) precisely because it examines them. In this way, art is able 
to resonate broadly irrespective of culture or time period and is, therefore, 
while a product of its age, timelessly relevant. This is what is meant by critical 
art\ architecture, work that intuitively resonates and carries meaning beyond 
its immediate condition of history, time, society, or science; think of the Mona 
Lisa, Beethoven’s Fifth, Frank Lloyd Wright’s Falling Water, asf.

PART 2: CRISIS IN ARCHITECTURE + PALLASMAA
Contemporary architectural practice is in crisis, specifically the crisis of the 
ability to create critical architectural form. This ‘crisis of form’ can be contrib-
uted to the dominance, in the practice, of designing in an impoverished digital 
design environment, one informed solely through visual information; a situa-
tion eloquently queried by Steven Holl in his forward to Juhani Pallasmaa’s 
“Eyes of the Skin” (a well-known treatise on the lack of sensory inclusion in 
contemporary architectural design):

“... why is it that architectural schemes which look good on the draw-
ing-board or the computer screen can be so disappointing ‘in the 
flesh’? The answer, argues Juhani Pallasmaa, lies in the dominance of 
the visual realm in today’s technological ... culture, which has pervaded 
architectural practice and education. While our experience of the 
world is formulated by a combination of five senses, much ar-
chitecture is produced under consideration of only one - sight.” 
- Steven Holl, (Pallasmaa, 1995)

Contemporary 3D CAD environments routinely include the ability to model 
light, shadow, and material qualities with respect to light - reflectivity, trans-
parency, translucency, including textural qualities (smooth, bumpy, etc.) - i.e. 
towards ever more sophisticated means for producing convincing pho-
to-quality realistic images.

“More human than human’ is our motto.” - Tyrell, Blade Runner, 1982
Yet due to the singularity of focus concerned with replicating visual reality, 

CAD environments are fairly reductive in terms of real-world dynamic interac-
tions of gravity, weight, tension, compression, etc. - to say nothing of the re-
sulting physical and spatial complexity occurring from their interaction. In the 
words of Finnish architect Juhani Pallasmaa, such CAD softwares contain: 
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“...(an) imbalance of our sensory system ... a pathology of the senses 
... The dominance of the eye and the suppression of the other senses 
(which) tends to push us into detachment, isolation, and exteriority.” 
(Pallasmaa, 2009)

PART 3: POLYKLEITOS AND THE CONTRAPPOSTO SOLUTION
Cut to: contrapposto and Doryphoros (Figure 1), a Classical statue from 
about 440 B.C. by the Greek sculptor Polykleitos “...extolled as the most 
rational and most perfect embodiment of...contrapposto” in which “rest and 
movement, contraction and expansion, are exactly calibrated and resolved.” 
(Havelock, 1995). As a technique in Classical Sculpture, contrapposto in-
tentionally places the figure in an off-balanced pose creating a dynamically 
charged, hyper-physical situation of immediate engagement between figure 
and space, requiring that the figure incorporate balance and multi-axial-ro-
tations, producing a non-frontal, complete figure-in-the-round, multi-orien-
tation; thus an extreme use of, and full engagement with, three-dimensional 
space:

Viewing the Doryphoros, we sense the axial rotation of each element 
of the body as they pivot one to the other, capturing one moment of 
motion, the flux of alternately losing and achieving balance. The pose 
of the figure succinctly articulates the complexity of simultaneous ori-
entation in multiple directions; each rotation and shift not randomly 
placed, but necessary to achieve the pose as a whole. Space, the 
negative partner of form, is calibrated through the reactions re-
corded in the figure.

Figure 1: Doryphoros Polykleitos, 440 B.C.
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hypothesis: In order to create complexity of form we must first 
create complexity of context.
Contrapposto therefore, creates a hyper-physical condition of precarious bal-
ance between the figure/ form and physics/ gravity. This dynamically charged 
complex context is antithetical to the impoverished CAD environments previ-
ously identified, and thus begins to offer its antidote.

PART 4: DOCTORAL STUDY SITE: ARCHITECTURE DESIGN PROCESS
The ‘site’ of this doctoral study is the architectural design process - here 
defined as analysis through making; the careful unpacking of concepts 
carried out in a series of makings (drawings, models, asf.), emphasizing phys-
ical engagement over purely conceptual or text-based methods of analysis. 
Significantly architectural design process, as intensively analytical, is the gen-
erator of critical architectural work, and in contemporary architectural prac-
tice, is increasingly performed in the digital CAD environment.

 Therefore, with the engine of critical architecture: architectural design pro-
cess, located in the impoverished context of digital CAD, thus removed from 
all characteristics of physical space save one (visual), the source of the crisis 
in the ability to produce critical architecture begins to emerge.

architecture design process in the digital environment
“The word ‘medium’ has many meanings: a medium may be a material 
... or a means, ... (or) a pervasive environment, in which bodies exist, 
like the air in which birds fly.” (McCullough, 1996) or like the 3D digital 
environment in which architectural design is developed.

“Sometimes the resistance of a medium is a good thing...” (Mitchell, 1995)
Taken together, these two quotes introduce the notion that resistance may 
be added into the medium of CAD environments - such a digital environment, 
one that includes aspects of physicality (sun, gravity, wind, light, shadow, 
weight, hard and soft materials, etc.) to allow for a combined sensory en-
gagement to problem solving - a method of analysis requiring an integrated 
intelligence inclusive of all our senses, and in opposition to:

“(the) division of body and mind ... (solidly founded) in the history of 
Western philosophy and prevailing education pedagogies and prac-
tices (which) continue to separate mental, intellectual and emotional 
capacities from the senses and the multifarious dimensions of human 
embodiment.” (Pallasmaa, 2009)
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architectural design process as historical basis of handcrafts
Architectural design process is unique in that it is the only space\ time when 
architects physically engage with form-making (i.e. modeling). As a direct en-
gagement with tools and materials, architectural design process connects to 
the historic underpinnings of the practice as a lineage of handcrafts: masonry, 
metal work, sculpture, asf.; and this study is motivated, in part, to acknowl-
edge and strengthen the need to retain the connection to physical making 
within digital practice.

PART 5: PROBLEM STATEMENT + HYBRID MODELING
Within the above outlined conditions, this doctoral study, Rabbithole Re-
search (rbt_h0l): Towards a Hybrid Modeling Technique in Architec-
ture, seeks to support the creation of critical architecture by enriching the 
context in which it is created: the digital 3D CAD environment.

Following the method suggested by the sly muse of contrapposto: that 
complexity of form results from complexity of context, this study seeks to 
insert complexity into the digital context, by adding factors of physicality other 
than visual (gravity, weight, material resistance, asf.) as called for in the writ-
ings of Juhani Pallasmaa.

In order to bring physical aspects into the digital context this study will 
effectively generate a new modeling technique, a hybrid of digital-physical 
modeling, to translate between analogue and digital data.

PART 6: PRECEDENT FOR MODEL INVENTION
The necessity to first create new tools\ modeling methods in order to explore 
new architectural forms, finds initial precedent in the innovative models of 
Antoni Gaudí, Frei Otto, and Pierre Bézier.

All three architects\ engineers experimented using scale-modeling allow-
ing material elements and forces (compression, tension, asf.) - to be mod-
eled; while building directly into physical context (gravity, weight, asf.). This 
is similar to a sculptural process - working directly with physical forces in 
real-time/space through a material medium (cables and weights, soap bubble 
solution, wire and netting, etc.); whereby the resulting figure\ form is informed 
by full physical engagement and sensory participation.

Such methodology recognizes that built form is, in part, the product of 
stresses acting in the surrounding context as applied to materials in gravity 
- what Georg Vrachliotis, referring to the work of Frei Otto, calls ‘the causal 
context’ (Vrachliotis, 2016).
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(ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN) PROCESS AND MODELING TECHNIQUE 
INVENTION

Antonio Gaudí, 1852-1926
The design process of Antonio Gaudí can be seen “(in) “La Sagrada Família” 
(where he) developed a new method of structural calculation based on mod-
els ... the church was traced on wood ... on the ceiling, with ropes that hung 
from the points where columns had to be ... pellets - weighing ... a fraction 
of the weight the real arches would have to support - were hung from each 
arch formed by the ropes... these were catenaric arches ... (and) After taking 
photographs of the resulting model ... (turning these) upside-down the lines 
of tension formed by the ropes and weights” became the iconic form of the 
church. (Lorenzi and Francaviglia, 2010) 

Pierre Bézier, 1910-1999
Bézier’s design process included scripting “a mathematically defined curve 
... (described) by four points: the initial position and the terminating position 
(“anchors”) and two separate middle points (“handles”), the shape of a Bézier 
curve can be altered by moving the handles” (Bézier curve - Wikipedia). This 
is similar to Gaudí’s hanging catenaries in which two fixed points anchor the 
curve; however, whereas in Gaudí the specific shape of the catenary acts to 
uniformly distribute the ‘load’ of gravity; in the weightless (gravity-less) digital 
context, the Bézier curve is scripted to maintain the smoothest curve\ distrib-
ute the ‘load’ evenly between two adjustable leavers.

Frei Otto, 1925-2015
In “considering a key aspect of Frei Otto’s work (/ architectural design pro-
cess) ... Georg Vrachliotis defines Otto as the pioneer draftsman of a vision 
of space as a set of (physical) relationships.” (Vrachliotis, 2016) Here 
space is a causal context of forces which, when harnessed by materials, gen-
erates form. Also, Otto’s design process included developing “instruments ... 
measurement tables for determining force flows, ... researching pneumatic 
design forms and tools for the analysis of sophisticated network models.” 
(Szope, 2016); this is a variation of tools, some to perform calculations and 
others as directly form-finding - echoing Camus, that art (and architecture) is 
an instrument of research.
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PART 7 CRITICAL ARCHITECTURE
So we return to the beginning of this paper and the quote by Camus, essen-
tially stating that the function of art (and architecture) is to examine\ interpret\ 
critically analyze the world. Also, as stated previously, the impetus of this 
doctoral study is to address the crisis of critical form-making in contemporary 
architectural practice; therefore a working-definition of critical architecture is 
here provided:

Critical architecture acts as formal hypothesis, examining contem-
porary contexts (social, political, scientific, theological, spatial, asf.) 
through formal articulation, with respect to technology and the ex-
pansion of knowledge, and thereby achieves relevance beyond satis-
fying the immediate needs for shelter and functionally.

Further, we may say that critical architecture, as a practice combining 
both art and science, carries their shared responsibility: to examine and to 
advance our combined knowledge, such that ideas may be collectively ac-
cessed, examined, and further defined - rendering the built environment as 
social dialogue, one that occurs over time, bridging history by extending be-
yond individual societies’ life time, serving as a continual experiment in the 
public examination, analysis, and progression of civilization. 

“Contemporary science and architecture ... meet on the common 
ground of an inquiry regarding the changing nature of the material 
world that surrounds us.” (Picon, 2008)

Examples of critical architecture’s participation in a shared critical dis-
course\ theory of art, science and technology - can be found in the works of 
Mies van der Rohe (1886 - 1969) as follows:

Barcelona Pavilion - “Fusing building and garden into one, the 1929 
Pavilion extended the idea - crucial to the eighteenth century - that associates 
nature with human nature and personal liberty.” (Hill, 2007)

Farnsworth house (Figure 2)
“In The Space as Membrane, published in 1926, (Siegfried) Ebeling con-

ceives of architecture as a protective membrane ...” 
“Viewing nature from a sealed glass enclosure is a familiar theme ... Le 

Corbusier proposed a universal ‘neutralizing wall’ to isolate from the out-
side...” Further, “Romanticism... equated self-exploration with the exploration 
of wild landscapes rather than gardens ...” and Edmund Burke, the famous 
Irish philosopher writing in the mid-1700s, evoked the sublime as a “desolate 
and expansive landscape subject to the uncertain drama of natural forces.” 
(Hill, 2007) 

Thus, in the Farnsworth house, Mies designed a glass box floating in the 
landscape, a ‘still’ place (physically and psychologically) from which to expe-
rience the sublime - the tempest of weather\ human emotion.
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PART 8: INTERMISSION - RESEARCH BY DESIGN PHD STUDY
The body of this text up to now has attempted to describe the context, inter-
ests, motivations, and goals of this study. As a research-by-design doctoral 
study, the remaining text will describe the initial research/ design experiments/ 
videos, which in turn are used to guide future experiments and direction.

First a summary: In the spirit of Gaudí, Otto, and Bézier, this study seeks 
to invent a modeling technique to bring physical aspects into the digital CAD 
environment; thus, increasing complexity in architectural (digital) design pro-
cess by adding factors other than visual - as influenced by contrapposto and 
writings of Pallasmaa - thereby addressing the contemporary crisis in the abil-
ity to produce critical architectural form, with the expectation that generating 
complexity in digital space will initiate complexity in form-making.

PART 9 PROCESS AUTOPSIES
Initiating this doctoral study is a series of video animations which carefully ex-
amine and dissect past architectural design process (drawings, models, etc.) 
from a few of my previous projects, referred to as ‘process autopsies’. The 
‘significance’ identified in each process autopsy is called out per project 
below and seek to support the premise:

That the physical act of making: negotiating with material properties 
(weight, rigidity, etc.) within the physics of space (gravity, tension, balance, 
etc.) and inclusive of tooling methodologies each material requires - creates a 
dialogue during the design process that enriches the outcome, yet is lacking 
in the contemporary digital CAD environment - where so many of us currently 
‘think\ make’ about architecture.

Figure 2: Farnsworth House, Mies van der 
Rohe, 1945-51, Plano, Illinois
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Process Autopsy 1: National Museum of American Jewish History 
(NMAJH), Philadelphia, 2007-08 (Figure 3)

Significance 1: Modeling with rigid board introduced material resist-
ance and awareness of differentiation in behaviors of material and ge-
ometry (flat vs. curve) in space; requiring the addition of detail (pleats, 
seams, etc.), and anticipates construction details at points of stress in 
the form.
Significance 2: Architectural projects, as outlined previously, exist-in\ 
generate a context of critical discourse\ theory (related ideas. meta-
phors, concepts) - enriching the project in associations and mean-
ings, and cultural significance; the NMAJH atrium connector elements 
(bridges and stairs), contained 2 such metaphors:
• Metaphor 1: “paths of light” - the American Jewish experience as 

metaphorically traveling along paths of light.
• Metaphor 2: bioluminescent bodies - contemplating the 5-story 

Atrium and paths of light metaphor, initiated the concept of Atrium 
as a vast cavity\ deep volume inhabited by floating bioluminescent 
bodies.

Process Autopsy 2: Cape Orient Hotel, C0, Cape Town, South Africa, 
2013 (Figure 4)

Significance 1: Working primarily with Massing Models (solid blocks of 
foam) de-emphasis space, focusing instead on the building design as 
an overall form - having shape, configuration, and pose.

Figure 3: NMAJH Process Autopsy 
(image from video)
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Significance 2: Emphasis on sun path in these formal manipulations 
created a constant design partner of shadow and light (and time); 
whereby light may be considered as a substance articulated similar 
to form.

Process Autopsy 3: Urban Totem, uT, Smart City Startup, 2015-2016
Significance 1: Designed in vignettes of human behavior and placing 
strong emphasis on ergonomics resulted in the design of form which 
calibrates program with location of elements ( i.e. a table surface antic-
ipates cup and laptop, a footrest anticipates posture, etc.)
Significance 2: Designed using fixed structures of measurements 
such as: Modulor, Fibonacci, and Golden Section - dimensions here 
exist prior to form.
Significance 3: The combination of laser fabrication with a non-orthog-
onal design created a set of unique component parts, whereby each 
is shaped specific to its location (non-interchangeable) similar to a 3D 
puzzle, thus each component required tracking via coding\ tagging - 
as part of the design for next step\ assembly.

Process Autopsy 4: Flughafen Berlin Brandenburg (BER) 
Nachstömbauwerke\ Glaskuben, 2016-2017

Significance 1: As framing models - the strength of the model increas-

Figure 4: C0 Process Autopsy (image from 
video)
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es with the completion or addition of members in the frame, making 
these frames by hand created an immediate tactile awareness of a 
potentially weak detail\ locations of instability in the frame.

PART 10: PROCESS AUTOPSIES AS GUIDE - NEXT STEPS\ HYBRID-
MINIS (FIGURE 5)
The above process autopsy video evaluations identify the ‘Significance’ in 
my previous architectural design process -working by hand in physical space, 
and are intended to guide the next step of this doctoral research: a series of 
small hybrid-modeling studies of limited scope: Hybrid-Model-Mini-stud-
ies or Minis, translating each process autopsy ‘Significance’ into a digital 
process. These Hybrid-Mini exercises describe a broad palette of potential 
for altering the digital design environment to better inform and encourage crit-
ical architectural work; within the scope of this study, only a few may be test-
ed, recognizing that during testing, other paths\ methods may be revealed, 
changing and developing the direction of this research.

Figure 5: Arduino: LCD Screen (above) + 
Distance Sensor (below)
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TEST SUBJECT\ PILOT PROJECT: DESK CHAIR VIA HYBRID-MINIS
In order to evaluate the Hybrid-Mini exercises, a test subject is required, 
one containing program, scale, and site. The test subject considered is the 
design of a chair - achieving a manageable scale while acknowledging the 
precedent of architects testing design theories in furniture: Eileen Gray, Gerrit 
Rietveld, Mies van der Rohe, Le Corbusier, asf.

The following lists some examples of Hybrid-Mini experiments\ architec-
tural design process - informing the final chair design and constitutes the 
Pilot Project of this doctoral study - evaluating the effect of hybrid modeling 
- adding physical aspects into a digital CAD context:

Hybrid-Mini 1: Test digital material resistance. 
This experiment will model complex curves using Arduino Flex Sen-
sors to measure degrees of stiffness and thereby test the ability to 
digitally read and locate surface areas requiring articulation (scoring, 
pleating, asf.) or potentially requiring a change in material. Query: Can 
material bending capacities generate form or alternatively can form be 
maintained and material change be based on tightness of curve and 
material bending capabilities?

Hybrid-Mini 2: Test critical discourse\ theory as a Smart Data-
base. 
This exercise examines CAD smart-object and shared CAD Library 
software. Query: Can such systems be used to create publicly acces-
sible Database cataloguing: metaphors, theories, concepts, asf. with 
keywords, similar to shared CAD Library objects and symbols - to dig-
itally collect and distribute critical discourse?

Hybrid-Mini 3: Test ‘carving-a-solid’ digitally. 
This exercise will model with Arduino Laser Surface Readers and Am-
bient Light Sensors. Query: Can an adjustable structure\ figure inte-
grating such sensors change light levels while ‘carving’\ shaping the 
figure, or alternatively do changing light levels themselves ‘carve’ the 
figure?

MODELING MATERIAL STRATEGY
Necessary to the development of an analogue-digital-hybrid-modeling-tech-
nique is an innovative modeling material strategy - currently anticipated as 
one similar to construction detailing, employing a composite\ layered materi-
ality rather than a monolithic one, such that the model is formed composed 
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of a distribution of materials (wood, mesh, plexiglass, plaster, etc.) located in 
response to tensions and compression within the figure\ form with respect 
to gravity.

PART 11: CONCLUSION AND SIGNIFICANCE
Driving rbt_h0l research is a perceived crisis in contemporary architectur-
al form-making (building design) identified in my 18+ years of architectural 
practice, a career which happens to coincide with the shift in architectural 
methods from analog (by hand) to digital; and sensitizing me to a deficiency 
of physicality when working in digital architectural design. This deficiency, in 
my view, reduces the architectural design process to the execution of formal 
manipulations divorced from any context of physical space, and resulting in a 
loss of critical significance in contemporary architectural work.

This doctoral study is currently in a foundational stage, however, already 
there is profound implication into changing the way that architects interact 
with digital design, one that suggests a more tactile engagement to digital 3D 
design elements, such that these elements inform\ are in dialogue\ provide 
resistance and feedback - with respect to the design; suggesting that archi-
tectural modeling can cultivate sensor technology, such that material formal 
manipulations are made within the effects of gravity, weight, temperature, 
light, material properties, asf. - and further, that digitization itself has the po-
tential of formatting critical analytic design process as an open-access Data-
base\ Digital Library, supporting interdisciplinary critical discourse, historically 
a key part of critical architecture.

Lastly, in the words of Frei Otto, who worked with both physical and com-
puter models, “... in computers you only find what you are looking for, but 
with free experimentation (physical modelling) you can find what you have not 
sought.” (Gutiérrez-Mozo, 2008) It is the hope of this study, concerning the 
development of a hybrid-digital-analogue-modeling-technique, to find free 
experimentation into the digital design process.
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